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agweather connection
Much of Oklahoma’s wheat crop was 

damaged after being plagued by a 
warm, dry spell throughout the fall and 
winter, followed by freezing temperatures 
this spring. The drought that occurred after 
planting left wheat more vulnerable to a 
freezing event.

“The crop was two to three weeks ahead 
of schedule in the southwest and around 
the Kingfisher and El Reno areas, and 
somewhat earlier in places to the north,” 
said Tim Bartram, Executive Director of the 
Oklahoma Wheat Growers Association. 
“Also, I believe that overall the crop was 
stressed and made it more susceptible to 
a freeze.”

In September and October 2008, Oklahoma 
was experiencing minimal dryness. That 
changed rapidly and by November 2008, 
at least half of the state was abnormally 
dry, if not moderately droughty. Drought 
levels continued to climb throughout 
the winter and in January 2009, 
about 95 percent of Oklahoma 
was at least abnormally dry, 
if not moderately or severely 
droughty.

Because of the warm, dry conditions, 
Oklahoma wheat matured more quickly 
than usual.

“Most years, Oklahoma wheat is not 
far enough along by the end of March 
for these temperatures to be of great 
concern. However, the warm temperatures 
during February and the extreme drought 
stress have sped our wheat crop along in 
2009,” said Dr. Jeff Edwards, Small Grains 
Extension Specialist at Oklahoma State 
University. “As a result, much of the crop in 
southwest Oklahoma was starting to head 
when the freeze occurred.”

According to Edwards, the cold snap 
resulted in various levels of injury from 
cosmetic damage to total sterility. “Once 

you move out of the northern tier of counties, 
the freeze injury increases dramatically. By 
and large, wheat south of Highway 51 all 
the way to the Red River was devastated by 
the freeze,” said Edwards.

Wheat growers have several options in 
recovering some of their loss. “Producers 
can harvest and see what they get. The 
concern for seed may lead to some of this. 
Producers can also cut for hay, but some 
in the southwest won’t make enough to 
justify it,” said Bartram. “They can destroy 
the wheat and go to a summer crop. They 
can turn cattle on the wheat and let them 
graze what they will. Or, they can punt and 
try again next year. Insurance may lead to a 
lot of this option.”

Regardless of how Oklahoma producers 
choose to deal with the damaged wheat, 

there is no doubt that the wheat crop will 
be dramatically impacted.

Frozen Assets, Dried Out Dreams
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Start at •	 http://www.drought.gov/

In the top left corner, under Area Drought •	
Information, select Oklahoma and click “Go”

Once the new page loads, go to the bottom •	
right corner and click on the “Drought Time 
Series”

This graphic show the percent of Oklahoma •	
experiencing a specific drought level

Rainfall and Drought Update

Area Drought Information

Go to •	 http://agweather.mesonet.org

Click “Weather”•	

Next, click “PAST WEATHER DATA”•	

Then select “Monthly Weather Summary•	 ”

Finally, choose the time frame and Mesonet •	
station you are interested in, and click “Get 
Summary”

Start at •	 http://agweather.mesonet.org

Click “Learn More” from the horizontal menu •	
in the middle of the screen

Next, click “Links”•	

Then choose “Oklahoma Mesonet”•	

At the very top, right of the screen, click  •	
“Ticker”
On this page, you can read through the current •	
Ticker, search past Tickers, or sign up to 
receive the Ticker e-mail

The Ticker

OKLAHOMA WHEAT
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Go to •	 http://agweather.mesonet.org

Click “Weather”•	

Next, click “PAST WEATHER DATA”•	

Then select “Daily Data Retrieval”•	

Choose the dates, variables and Mesonet •	
stations you are interested in, enter your 
email address and click “Get Data”

Weather Data Retrieval

Go to •	 http://pss.okstate.edu/

Click “Extension” from the left vertical menu•	

Then select a current newsletter or view the •	
newsletter archives

Plant & Soil Extension News

Start at •	 http://agweather.mesonet.org

Click “Soil/Water”•	

Next, click “DROUGHT”•	

Then choose “Oklahoma Rainfall and Drought •	
Update”

Next, select “WATER YEAR TO DATE” from the •	
horizontal menu 

Oklahoma Rainfall & Drought Info
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When it comes to crop disasters, relief 
measures are in place to help producers 

get through the tough times. Relief comes in 
the form of a secretarial governmental disaster 
declaration.

“A secretarial disaster declaration occurs 
when there is a disaster event that affects crop 
production and is widespread,” said Rod Wanger, 
Ag Program Specialist for Farm Service Agency. 
“It could include a county, several counties or a 
region.”

The Governor’s office initiates the process by 
sending a letter to the Secretary of Agriculture 
regarding a specific crop loss. When the Secretary 
of Agriculture receives the letter, it prompts 
the Farm Service Agency to go to the affected 
counties and do a loss assessment report.

“If a county has a loss of 30 percent or more of 
a crop, then it is considered for a secretarial 
disaster declaration,” said Wanger.

Once a secretarial disaster declaration is in place, 
farmers in that area are eligible for a Farm Service 
Agency emergency loan and/or the Supplemental 
Revenue Assistance Payments program (SURE).

An emergency loan offers low interest rates to 
affected farmers. The SURE program looks at a 
particular farmer’s estimated revenue versus his 
actual revenue, and then pays a percentage of 
the difference.

It is important to remember, however, that not 
everyone will receive disaster support. “Just 
because an area has received a disaster 
declaration doesn’t necessarily mean that a 
farmer is eligible or that they will receive help,” 
said Wanger. “It is on a case-by-case basis.”

Government officials will likely wait until closer 
to harvest to initiate any disaster declarations in 
regards to the recent drought and freeze damage 
to Oklahoma’s wheat. From then, it could take 
approximately six to eight weeks after the request 
is submitted for the designation to be made by the 
Secretary.

For more information about the SURE program, 
click here.

For more information about emergency farm 
loans, click here.D
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